Sportlicht M31
… every match
is a final ...

LED Display systems / Electronic development / Sport IT-Service

LED display system “Sportlicht INDOOR P10 SMD”
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A modern, full coloured LED video display provides information service at
highest level. The splended text presentation and ideal colour blending,
which is nessesary for result service, is based upen:
10mm real (not virtual) pixel distance,
SMD light-emitting diodes with red, green and blue LED´s,
ideal colour blending already at small viewing distance.
Normal use as multi-sport scoreboard as well as high quality colour
graphics and advertising- or live video, all in outstanding quality with up to
50 Mio colours.
Dimension:
Power consumption:
Weight:
Resolution:
Intensity:
Viewing angle:

4,9 m²

7,4 m²

11 m²

2,56m x 1,92m
max. 2 kW
ca. 190 kg
256 x 192
2.000 cd / qm
140 degree

3,84m x 1,92m
max. 2,8 kW
ca. 280 kg
384 x 192
2.000 cd / qm
140 degree

3,84m x 2,88m
max. 4,4 kW
ca. 420 kg
384 x 288
2.000 cd / qm
140 degree
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Match control software
The scoring software “SL-Match-Control” includes layouts for the
scoreboard and operation according to the rules for the following
sports:
hockey
socker
and additional layouts for::
list of team players
tennis
handball
scorers
badminton
volleyball
result lists for tournaments
icehockey
basketball
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The scoring is made either only at the clear Windows software or
optionally also remote controlled by a multi-sport control panel.
The combination of a full matrix scoreboard and the pure PC solution
for scoring creates for the first time complete liberty with respect to
changes of rules and desired information on scoreboard.
A reason out and flexible concept, which guarantees future security
for each customer.
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Universal information system
With the additional supplied user software for
graphic

animation
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text

video/live
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the display becomes a medium for universal information and
advertising. It will also be used in every break or in other events.
Text from MS-Word, every bitmap graphic, AVI-movies or also live
video are controlled by a standard computer without extensiv video
studio technology.
complete:

from 18.000 
(zuzügl. gesetzl. MwSt.)

LED video display “Sportlicht Indoor P10” - 4,9 m²
SPORTLICHT GmbH
Computer with software “SL-Match-Control”
Summter Str. 81, 12623 Berlin
www.sportlicht.com
common user software for text, graphic and video

Tel.: +49 (0) 30 - 56 70 22 37
Fax: +49 (0) 30 - 56 70 22 38
E-Mail: info@sportlicht.com

Sportlicht Match-Control Software
- Layouts for Video displays Basketball

Soccer
Handball
Icehockey
Hockey

Volleyball
Badminton

Tennis

